Abstract: A method that computes linear digital filter networks containing delay-free loops is proposed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The delay-free loop problem [1, §6. 1 .3] appears during conversion to the digital domain of analog filter networks, or during digital-to-digital domain mappings transforming the unit delays into blocks which instantaneously respond to an input [2] , [3] . As a consequence of this problem, some networks containing feedback loops are no longer computable after the conversion because the computation of those loops in the discrete-time cannot be executed by a sequential procedure, due to the lack of pure delays along the loop.
In the case of linear filter networks, delay-free loops can be detected, then replaced by alternative structures to obtain equivalent, computable realizations [4] . Such replacements usually result in changes in the original topology of the network.
The rearrangement of the network structure is deprecated when its topology contains essential information about the geometry of the system. In this case such a network cannot be merely seen as one particular realization of a transfer function. Specifically, we are dealing with sound synthesis using physical models: here, it is common to model spatially distributed mechanical and fluid-dynamic systems by means of filter networks which enable a local control of the physical parameters. Those networks must also provide specific access points, whereby the system can be locally excited or analyzed. Clearly, the structure of those networks must have a (possibly direct) correspondence with the distribution in space of the physical system [5] , [6] .
Recent literature pointed out that a simple delay-free loop containing one linear filter in feedback can be computed without rearranging the loop structure [7] . This result has been successfully applied to the computation of Warped IIR filters [8] and magnitude-complementary Tunable Equalization Filters [9] .
In this paper, that approach to the delay-free loop computation has been generalized to linear filter networks containing whatever configuration of delay-free loops. This generalization results in a method that detects the delay-free loops and computes the signals in the network.
In the second part of the paper we consider the Triangular Waveguide Mesh (TWM, see Fig. 1 ), a numerical scheme belonging to the family of Digital Waveguide Networks which models the ideal propagation of waves along a two-dimensional homogeneous medium [10] , [11] , [6] . In that scheme, during each time step, signals incoming to a node are instantaneously scattered out into signals outgoing from the node. As the following time step is triggered, those outgoing signals are forwarded to the adjacent nodes so that they become new incoming signals for such nodes.
The TWM can be seen as a linear filter network in which adjacent scattering nodes are connected one to the other via a bidirectional unitary delay line (embedded within the blocks labeled with H-see the particular magnified in Fig. 1 ). With that scheme, a spectral transformation F that maps each unit delay into a corresponding first-order allpass transfer function A, i.e., the following transformation of the z-variable [1] :
has been shown to have considerable benefits in the accuracy of the results provided by the model, once the allpass coefficient λ is properly set [12] .
The proposed method allows us to compute the TWM after it has been transformed using (1) . Responses coming from this "warped" version of the TWM, from here called warped TWM, are presented in the conclusion of the paper.
II. COMPUTATION OF THE DELAY-FREE LOOP
First, we briefly revise the method proposed by Härmä [7] for computing a single delay-free loop in the form expressed by the upper structure in Fig. 2 , where x and y are respectively the input and output signals, and it is
The method considers, at any discrete-time step n, the output o from the feedback branch as a linear superposition of two components: 1) the instantaneous reaction of the filter in feedback; 2) the internal state of the same filter. Thus, by (2), we have
, where q contains the internal state.
Hence, the output from the delay-free structure can be written as
which implies
This algebraical rearrangement of the delay-free loop can be always done, even for unstable structures, except for cases in which b = 1. In those cases it can be demonstrated that the structure is non-causal, since its input/output transfer function has a singularity in the infinite point of the z-plane [7] .
Since q can be computed at any time step by feeding the feedback filter with a null sample, then the output from the delay-free loop can be computed at each time step by the following procedure (see the lower part of Fig. 2 ):
is computed feeding the feedback filter with zero;
2) y[n] is computed using (4);
3) y[n] feeds the feedback filter, to update its state.
III. COMPUTATION OF DELAY-FREE NETWORKS
Any procedure leading to the computation of the delay-free loop must, in a way or another, rearrange the non-computable structure. The procedure proposed in Sec. II isolates a sub-loop accounting for the instantaneous part in the response of the feedback filter (see Fig. 2 ). That idea is now generalized to linear filter networks containing multiple delay-free paths.
Suppose we partition the network into a number of connected graphs, each one representing a delayfree subnetwork. We can do this using a graph-theoretic detection method existing in the literature [4] . Now we treat each subnetwork separately.
First, we index the branches forming the subnetwork. Each branch will contain a filter providing the following transfer function:
where L is the number of branches.
Similarly to what we have seen in Sec. II, for each of the branches we isolate, in the output y i from the i-th branch, the linear component containing the instantaneous input x i to the i-th branch. Hence, for the i-th filter we can write
where
Note that b i is non null, since any subnetwork resulting after the application of the graph detection method will not contain branches corresponding to pure delays. On the other hand, q i is zero at any time step when the filter in the i-th branch is a multiplier. In particular we can account for direct connections, i.e., y i = x i : they will be represented by branches for which b i = 1 and q i ≡ 0.
Second, we consider the input to a branch. Each input x i is the superposition of P i outputs y i 1 , . . . y i P i from other branches plus an external input u i equal to zero if the filter branch is fed only by outputs from other branches (see Fig. 3 ):
Note that paths connecting y i and x i directly must be treated as individual branches. In other words, the condition
must be satisfied for any i. For this purpose each one of these paths is interpreted as a direct connection in the way expressed above, hence indexed in the subnetwork so as to respect condition (8) .
By collecting the outputs y 1 , . . . , y L together in the column vector y, and doing the same also for x, q and u, then (6) and (7) can be expressed by the following two L-dimensional vectorial equations, respectively:
where B is a non-singular diagonal matrix containing the coefficients b 1 , . . . , b L , and P is a matrix accounting for the connections among branches. Element p ij of P is equal to one if the output from the j-th branch feeds the i-th filter, otherwise it is equal to zero. The absence of direct loopback paths inside the network, expressed by (8) , constrains the diagonal of this matrix to be zero.
By substituting (9b) in (9a), and after the elimination of x, we can explicitly write the filter outputs as linear functions of u and q:
in which
I being the L×L identity matrix. Each element ij of F y contains the i-th diagonal element of B changed in sign, gated by the element ij of P .
The existence of the inverse matrix, F y −1 , determines whether the output y can be calculated or not.
Here we show that if the inverse matrix does not exist, then the subnetwork under consideration contains non-causal loops. In fact, after formal substitution of y, u and q with their corresponding z-transforms, respectively Y , U and Q, then (10) can be expressed in the z-domain as:
such that
where the operator adj gives the adjoint matrix.
Holding the hypothesis that the input signal is causal and bounded, and that the initial energy in the network is finite (that is, |q[0]| < ∞), then, recalling that the evaluation at the infinite point of a ztransformed causal sequence gives the value at n = 0 of the same sequence [13, §4.4.8], we have
This limit is equal to infinity for some scalar functions Y i (z), i = 1, . . . , L, as long as det F y goes to zero and it is Bu[0] + q[0] = 0. Hence, those functions are z-transforms of non-causal signals [13] .
In the case when u ≡ 0 and q ≡ 0, the limit (14) cannot be determined when F y is singular. This case includes pathological situations. For instance, consider the delay-free loop of Fig. 2 in the special case when the feedback filter is a pure multiplier (that is, q ≡ 0), in a way that the upper and lower structures become indistinguishable. Let us set b = 1 and u = 0 at time step n: the loop will keep on producing an output constantly equal to y[n − 1] as long as u remains equal to zero. Otherwise, i.e., for b = 1 and u = 0, the output cannot be calculated.
On the other hand, stability is not required for the existence of F y −1 . The inverse matrix allows us to calculate the output explicitly:
In summary, at each time step the delay-free subnetwork is computed by the following procedure:
, feeding each branch with zero;
2) compute y[n] from (15);
4) feed the filters in the subnetwork with x[n] to update their state.
Symmetrically, another procedure can be executed. In fact, Eq. (9a) can be substituted in (9b) in such a way that, after the elimination of y, an explicit solution is found for x[n]:
with
Eq. (16) Finally, it is worth mentioning that the method works also in the case when B is singular, that is, when some filters in the subnetwork do not respond instantaneously to an input. In other words, branches characterized by having b i = 0 can be included in the subnetwork without harming the procedure. This is proved in Appendix B.
This property comes useful when, for example, the filter coefficients are varied at runtime: pure delays that are factored out during the computation will in fact not harm the procedure.
A. Detection of Delay-Free Paths
The extension of the method to networks containing pure delay branches enables the detection of the delay-free paths existing in the network. To show this we give a rule for deciding which filter branches belong to a delay-free path: Two branches i and j are part of the same delay-free path if 1) a perturbation of q j changes the value y i instantaneously, and
2) a perturbation of q i changes the value y j instantaneously;
otherwise those branches are not part of the same delay-free path.
Note that this rule also holds in the case when q i ≡ 0 and/or q j ≡ 0, i.e., if branches corresponding to pure multipliers are involved in the decision. In that case, an equivalent perturbation can be created at the same point where q i and/or q j is injected into the branch (refer to Fig. 3 ).
The two statements can be checked automatically for any pair (i, j) of branches once F y −1 is known.
In fact, it can be seen from (15) that this matrix puts the filter outputs in relation with the state vector, in such a way that the verification of the two statements corresponds to checking that
where (·) ij is the element ij of a matrix. In other words, two branches i and j are part of the same delay-free path if and only if the element ij of F y −1 and its transpose is not zero.
In Appendix C, the delay-free paths of a network proposed by Szczupak and Mitra [4, example no. 2] are found using the detection method proposed here.
IV. SCOPE AND COMPLEXITY OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method extracts from each delay-free subnetwork a linear system, whose dimension equals the number of branches forming the subnetwork. The solution of that system yields the branch outputs y or inputs x, respectively. We cannot avoid the matrix calculations contained in (15) or (16): any state variation and/or any new external input occurring somewhere in the subnetwork produce global effects in the form of perturbations at all the subnetwork filter outputs.
Although digital signal processors are usually well-suited to perform sequential matrix computation, and given that the computation of (15) or (16) can be parallelized, for example over L processors, the key feature of the method is the definition of a procedure that enables calculation of not only the output from the subnetwork, but also its internal signals.
Nevertheless, its computational performance can be interesting in the case of "dense" networks, that is, networks where each filter block feeds most of the other filters. In the limit case when each branch feeds all the other branches, if we assume that all filters in the network are N -th order filters provided with an external input, then we have from Eqs. (7) and (5):
Eq. (19) can be expressed in matrix form,
Assuming that the inverse of H − exists, then we have
In the limit case hypothesized here, Eq. (22) shows that the extraction of all the filter outputs, using a traditional method that rearranges a delay-free network into an alternative structure, involves in principle the computation of L 2 filters having order LN , each one represented by one element of H − (z) −1 . In other words, the computation of a dense delay-free network turns into an algorithm that, without a peculiar reformulation of the filter structures realizing H − (z) −1 , in general has a complexity O(N L 3 ).
Compared to that complexity, both procedures given in Sec. III need:
• 2(L − 1) 2 + L operations to compute x from (9b) or y from (9a) [step 3];
• O(LN ) operations to compute q and to update the state of the L filters [steps 1 and 4];.
Then, the two algorithms devised by the proposed method have a complexity O(N L 2 ).
In the case when the filters H 1 , . . . , H L can be realized in transposed direct form, then q is directly read from the filter states so that step 1 can be skipped. A schematic of the latter procedure given in Sec. III is shown in Fig. 4 . In that network each filter block has been realized in transposed direct form so that q is obtained at no computational cost.
In most of the application cases the networks that must be computed are far from being as dense as those expressed by (19) . In such cases, matrices F y and F x are sparse and efficient inversion procedures can be invoked [14] in particular when F y −1 or F x −1 must be recomputed at runtime, i.e., when the filter coefficients are dynamically varied. Although traditional delay-free loop computation methods seem to cope more effectively with those cases, especially in real-time applications, it should nevertheless be noted that rearrangements in the filter network, such as those needed to remove the delay-free loops using traditional methods, usually lead to structures in which the filter coefficients are no longer directly tunable.
V. APPLICATION TO THE TWM
TWMs define stable, energy-preserving filter networks, whose structures have a direct correspondence to the geometry of an ideal elastic membrane [6] . The scattering nodes in a TWM have also the function of input/output points, so that they form a discrete set of locations whereby the position-dependent transfer functions of a membrane can be measured using the scattering nodes respectively as excitation and acquisition points (see Fig. 1 ).
Waveguide meshes introduce, in the simulations, a numerical error called dispersion [15] , [10] . In the case when a waveguide mesh is used to model a resonant system, then dispersion can be equivalently interpreted as a frequency-dependent change in the propagation speed of the traveling waves, causing a proportional misplacement of the system's resonances from their ideal positions. This change in speed is quantified by the dispersion function D, that yields the propagation speed ratio between modeled ("dispersed") and ideal ("undispersed") traveling wave components. The dispersion function decreases with frequency, suggesting that high frequency waves are affected by a larger propagation speed error [11] .
A manipulation of the wave propagation speed would have benefits in the accuracy of the simulations provided by the TWM. This manipulation can be done by transforming each pure delay into a frequencydependent phase shift, in a way that the new filter blocks obtained after that transformation reduce the error caused by dispersion. In practice these blocks introduce a specific phase delay to any frequency component, as long as waves propagate from one scattering node to another.
Allpass-to-allpass transformations may provide that kind of manipulation if their parameters are properly set, meanwhile preserving stability and energy. The transformation F given by (1) has been shown to improve the model accuracy significantly [12] . Previous literature has proposed frequency warping as a technique for computing the TWM off-line, as if it were transformed by F . Along with that technique, a strategy for optimizing the λ coefficient over a limited part of the spectrum has been proposed [12] . We exploit the method introduced in Sec. III to compute the transformed TWM online, optimizing λ over the entire spectrum.
The following instantaneous scattering equation holds for any internal node of a TWM [16] : 
where A+, . . . , F + and A−, . . . , F − index the branches incoming to and outgoing from the internal scattering node, respectively.
The nodes forming the boundary reverse the sign of any incoming wave signal, given that the TWM simulates a membrane ideally clamped at the border:
where G+ and G− are indexes of filter branches incoming to and outgoing from the boundary node, respectively.
Relations (23) and (24) are used to form the matrix P that, hence, has the aspect of a sparse matrix:
elements accounting for boundary reflections are equal to −1; elements accounting for internal wave reflections are equal to −2/3; finally, elements accounting for internal wave transmissions from one branch to another are equal to 1/3. Note that a rigorous application of the method, i.e., the definition of a matrix P containing only elements equal to either zero or one, would have required a larger number of filter branches with no advantages in the implementation of the model.
The output signal v from a node can be computed, at each time step, doubling the average of either its incoming or outgoing wave signals:
From (1) it follows B = −λI. From (11) and (17) we have F y = F x = I + λP . F y −1 and F x −1 do not contain zero elements, suggesting that the warped TWM consists of just one delay-free path, where a variation occurring at any branch induces perturbations over the whole mesh. This behavior must not lead the reader to the conclusion that wave signals in the warped TWM propagate at infinite speed along the mesh. Rather, it can be seen as an effect of the finite bandwidth of the discretized wavefronts propagating along the warped TWM.
As explained at the end of Sec. III the method works also in the case λ = 0, i.e., if the allpass blocks are turned into pure delays. In that case it can be easily verified that, during the free evolution of the system, both the procedures given in Sec. III perform the same computations which are needed to simulate the free evolution of the original TWM [10] , [11] .
A. Reducing dispersion
Dispersion can be exactly calculated for any (two-dimensional) spatial frequency component traveling along the mesh [15] , [6] . In polar coordinates, dispersion can be seen as a function of direction θ and magnitude ξ of the spatial frequencies, D(θ, ξ).
In the TWM, traveling wave components propagate with a speed error that is to a large extent independent of the direction of propagation [12] . For this reason dispersion can be averaged into a single-variable function D(ξ) that, although depending only on the frequency magnitude, still describes the phenomenon with sufficient precision:
This averaging is valid up to the edge of the spatial bandwidth, which is equal to ξ MAX = 1/(d √ 3) in the case of a TWM whose scattering nodes are separated by a distance d, corresponding to the waveguide length [17] .
Recalling that the nominal (undispersed) wave propagation speed in a two-dimensional waveguide mesh is equal to [10] 
where F s is the sampling frequency, then from D(ξ) we can calculate the misplacement affecting a resonance frequency f . In fact, that resonance comes from a standing wave having spatial frequency magnitude ξ = f /c, in a way that the dispersion ratio for that resonance is equal to:
where f is the frequency of the misplaced resonance. This formula is valid over a frequency domain limited by
Above this limit (which lies below the Nyquist limit, as emphasized also in (29)) the TWM does not generate resonances 1 .
From (28) we can immediately figure out a function D, mapping undispersed into dispersed frequencies:
On the other hand, the transformation (1) induces the following domain mapping between the untransformed (i.e., misplaced) frequencies, f , and the transformed (or warped) frequencies,f [18] :
where it isz = e i2πf /Fs . In particular, the derivative calculated at dc of (31) is equal to
Eq. (32) shows that dispersion is reduced by the allpass map (1) at the cost of an overall phase delay (also called warping ratio in the literature) that, for positive values of λ, shrinks the frequency response by a factor F 0 [12] . This corresponds to reducing the wave propagation speed in the TWM by the same factor.
Summarizing, in the warped TWM the frequency domain is transformed by two maps, the former caused by dispersion, the latter induced by the allpass transformation:
such thatf
An optimal value for λ can be found, for instance, minimizing the distance betweenf and f over the domain where the TWM produces resonances, independently of the warping ratio F 0 :
We have computed (26), (34) and (35) numerically, assuming the distance to be the L 2 -norm of a real sequence s, i.e., ||s|| 2 = l s 2 [l]. The above minimization yields λ = 0.2200, and, consequently, F 0 = 0.6393. Fig. 5 shows (in normalized frequency scales) plots of both maps, D and F (the latter divided by F 0 to hide domain shrinking), together with their composition using the optimal value λ.
1 More precisely, the TWM can process two-dimensional signals having spectral components up to ξ = 2/(3d), that is, recalling (29), the temporal frequency domain is absolutely limited by 2c/(3d) = Fs This TWM is made of 998 waveguide branches. Thus, the computation of the corresponding warped TWM involves the processing of matrices having identical dimension. Fig. 7 shows the frequency response taken from the warped TWM, assuming λ = 0.2200. The matching between the warped reso- Alternative minimizations, focusing their action on specific bands (such as the low frequency), can be chosen instead of (35) [12] . Moreover, higher order allpass-to-allpass transformations can be considered:
although providing more accurate phase equalizations, nevertheless they may excessively compress the transformed frequency domain toward dc. The warping ratio can be used as a starting figure of the overall distortion caused by a transformation.
Finally, the proposed method can be used also in other configurations of Digital Waveguide Networks, whenever their accuracy can be improved by selectively changing the propagation speed of the traveling wave components [19] , [20] , [6] .
VI. CONCLUSION
A method for the detection and computation of delay-free loops in linear filter networks has been proposed. The method results in a procedure that first detects the delay-free paths existing in such networks and then computes their signals. Compared to traditional methods it becomes competitive in the case of dense filter networks, whose branches process signals that are delivered to the system output.
The proposed method has been shown to be useful in the simulation of distributed systems using Digital Waveguide Networks. In those schemes, implementing delay-free transmission can improve the numerical accuracy significantly. As an application case we have computed a warped version of the Triangular Waveguide Mesh, obtaining more accurate simulation results compared to those calculated using the traditional triangular mesh.
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APPENDIX
A. Mutual existence of solutions (15) and (16) Recalling that B is full-rank, it is
B. Extension of the method to any linear filter network
Let the i-th branch be non-instantaneous: b i = 0. Recalling (11), this means that the i-th row of F y is null except for its i-th element, which is equal to one. Hence, we have that
where (det F y ) i is the minor determinant resulting from the removal of the i-th row and column from Relation (37) can be repeatedly applied to all the branches, say i 1 , . . . , i R , such that
Hence, the method can be extended to any linear filter network.
Note that in the limit case of a subnetwork which does not contain delay-free paths we have B = 0.
From Eqs. (11) and (17) it follows that F y = F x = I. This means that there are no instantaneous relations between branches, and in fact the application of the method in this case corresponds to calculating the filter outputs independently for each branch.
C. Detection of delay-free paths
The graph proposed by Szczupak and Mitra is repeated in Fig. 8 except for the type of ordering, involving branches instead of nodes [4] . Given that it represents a causal filter network (this is true, i.e., det F y = 0, if, for instance, it is b i = i), then F y −1 has the structure below: 
